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Who?
What?
When?
Why?
How?

WHO

• Newborn? Bottle feeding? Sleepy/jaundiced?
• How old is babe? Mature milk in yet?

WHAT?
Get Momma’s perspective

is

• Older Baby? Easily distractible?
• Bottle fed at all? Sick?
1st

this?

• time mom?
• Experienced mom, but this babe is different?
• Did mom start meds/BCPs/period?

Is babe fussy at breast?
On & off the breast and won’t
stay latched?
Is babe pulling & kneading at
the breast?
“Tell me about your delivery”
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Latch & Positioning reminders
1. Is it effective?
Audible swallows? Weight increasing? Transferring
milk appropriately?
*If baby is latching onto only the nipple shaft, they are
cutting off nipple openings & will pull at nipple (ouch) &
get frustrated = sore momma

2. Is it comfortable?
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“Prime the Pump”
* Breast massage
* Nipple rolls
* Lean over & let gravity help
* Hand express
* Moist heat
This helps babies who don’t want to suckle long enough
to stimulate let down. (Fussy at beginning of feeding)
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Use Relaxation Techniques
Music/Ocean sounds/dim lights
S2S
Warm bath with babe & BF there
Massage breast/Nipple rolls/Moist heat
“Prime the Pump”
Use Let Down Cues (Think of Pavlov’s dog
experiment)
Deep breathing
Drink cup of tea before you BF
Milk then lets down in response to BF
Supplemental Nursing System (SNS)

Pace any bottle feedings!!
(see “Paced Bottle Feeding”
videos on Youtube)
‐ Feed in an upright
position
‐ Keep bottle horizontal
with nipple ½ full
(enough to cover nipple
holes)
‐ Empty nipple when baby
takes pauses to breathe
(lower bottle, leaving
nipple in mouth)
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https://ibconline.ca/
https://kellymom.com/
http://www.nancymohrbacher.com/

ncchsrn@rainbowtel.net

https://www.infantrisk.com/
https://www.lactationtraining.com
http://www.breastmilksolutions.com/about.html
https://med.stanford.edu/newborns/professional‐
education/breastfeeding/hand‐expressing‐milk.html
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